Lighting for
Railway
Infrastructure

Energy Saving LED
Retro-Fit Gear Trays
& Lighting fittings suitable for
use in the Railway Industry
Your simple solution to
upgrading fluorescent
& discharge lighting to
energy saving LED alternatives

Typical areas of Railway Infrastructure
& the Aether product ideal for lighting them.
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...and, of course, a range of lighting to suit any & all other areas of the railway environment.

Retro-fit, high quality, long lasting LED Gear Trays,
Diffusers & Frames for existing installations.
Often the integrity of the housing remains perfectly serviceable but there
is the need to upgrade the diffuser and frame or just the diffuser but
almost certainly the inefficient fluorescent or discharge lamps will require
replacement to gain the significant advantages of LED lighting.
Additionally some installations have been fitted with early, poor quality, LEDs that may also require replacement to
achieve really worthwhile savings.
In these cases Aether will manufacture & supply replacement frames, diffusers and LED gear trays to ensure that
your installation is maximising its energy saving potential in the most cost effective way.
In most instances simply remove the front cover, take out the existing gear tray & replace.
The new LED gear trays will fit in exactly the same way as the old units. A new “flying lead and terminal block” will
be supplied, where required .
Once completed the entire fitting will continue to have ongoing CE compliance.
There are very likely many different lighting fittings installed within your infrastructure.
Members of our team have been involved in the design, manufacture & supply of lighting to railways over many
years so are very well placed to advise which Aether replacement will suit which fitting that you have.
Just give us a call and we will be happy to help you identify your needs, making a visit to site if requested.

Strood Station

Other publications available on our website or in hard copy upon request

A guide to assist the many stations that have signage and may wish to upgrade to internally
illuminated signs and bollards, or have a need for “A”Type retrofits

Vandal & weather resistant light fittings able to withstand extreme physical attack and severe
weather conditions

A comprehensive range of high quality, low cost, low maintenance retro-fit gear trays for all
makes and manufacturers

Manufacturing bespoke light fittings to your design specifications

LIGHTING FOR THE PRISON ENVIRONMENT
A guide to assist the choice of lighting ideal for prison use
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